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Reﬂections on the early years of neonatology. William Oh: neonatal
pioneer devoted his career to groundbreaking research, expanding
patient care, and mentoring others
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The development of a new ﬁeld in medicine is an exciting
time as every discovery is innovative. In the 1960s, a small
group of men and women around the world were at the
forefront of pioneering what would become neonatology.
This was accomplished by building on clinical experience
and outstanding preclinical research done in various animal
models. The blending of science and medicine enabled
these founding pediatric specialists to save the lives of
preterm and sick full-term babies, which was hardly imaginable only a few years earlier. One of these leaders came
from an unlikely spot—not the United States, Canada,
Europe, or South Africa where most were located—but on
the small southern Philippine island of Mindanao, in the
city of Cagayan De Oro. William Oh, MD, Professor of
Pediatrics, neonatologist, mentor, administrator, and a selfdescribed “jack of all trades” researcher started his
legendary career in these humble beginnings. Born in 1932,
Oh would go on to inspire hundreds of trainees and develop
a research career that resulted in >400 peer-reviewed publications and 50 textbook chapters. Additionally, he applied
for and received multiple National Institutes of Health
(NIH) funding awards. With no way of knowing it then,
Oh’s inspirational story took a dramatic turn in 1958 when
he was accepted for an internship in the U.S. Through
determination, hard work, an impressive list of mentors, and
strong collaborations, he began what would become a
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highly distinguished career in academic medicine that
would continue for >50 years.
He noted that in the beginning there were large gaps of
knowledge. He explained, “So much was unknown. In
everything you did, you tried to ask the questions, ‘How
and why does it work?’”

Success built on exceptional training and
unique perspective
Dr. Oh is the Sylvia Kay Hassenfeld Professor Emeritus of
Pediatrics and former Chairman, Department of Pediatrics,
Brown University Alpert School of Medicine, and former
Pediatrician-in-Chief at both Women and Infants Hospital
and Rhode Island Hospital in Providence, RI. Over the span
of his career, he established three neonatal intensive care
units (NICUs) at three different hospitals and served as the
director of four neonatal intensive care nurseries. Hasbro
Children’s Hospital in Providence was also built under his
leadership.
“I think Bill Oh always thought a little bit outside of the
box – what could be done differently and what could be
done better?” said Elizabeth (Betty) Vohr, MD, Director of
Neonatal Follow-up Program, Women & Infants Hospital,
and Rhode Island Hearing Assessment Program, Professor
of Pediatrics, Brown University, and member of the Rhode
Island Heritage Hall of Fame [1]. She was also the ﬁrst
faculty member Oh recruited to Brown in 1974.
After completing his initial studies in the Philippines and
in the US, Oh had the unique opportunity to continue his
training in cardiopulmonary physiology at the Karolinska
Institute in Stockholm, Sweden. This would become the
foundation for his life-long research contributions to neonatal metabolism, placental transfusion, ﬂuid management
in the newborn, renal function, neonatal nutrition, and
neonatal neurodevelopmental outcomes. Many of the
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discoveries, which he made in collaboration with individuals from his impressive list of neonatal fellows, still set
the standard for current treatment.
In addition, he was active in national committee work,
having been elected president of the Perinatal Research
Society (PRS, 1980), participating in numerous NIH study
sections, serving as the chair of the National Institute of
Child Health and Human Development Neonatal Research
Network (NRN) [2] initial steering committee and was a
member of multiple editorial boards.
Oh was honored in 1995 with the Virginia Apgar award
from the American Academy of Pediatrics Section of
Neonatal–Perinatal Medicine as an individual whose career
has had a continuing inﬂuence on the well-being of newborn infants [3]. He was also inducted into the NEO
Legends of Neonatology Hall of Fame in 2012 [4].
Beginning in the South Paciﬁc, Oh’s interests would take
him beyond his imagination. Yet, he is quick to give credit
to the encouragement of his wife and fellow physician,
Mary Oh, MD, who was a classmate of Oh’s in medical
school in the Philippines and herself a board-certiﬁed
clinical pathologist (they were married in Chicago in 1960).
He also had the example and blessing of his hard-working
parents.

Early years in the Philippines
One of Oh’s most inﬂuential role models and mentors was
the priest at his Jesuit high school, William F. Masterson SJ,
founder of Cagayan de Oro, Xavier University. Father
Masterson was also a teacher at the American Jesuit-run
Catholic School, which is associated with Xavier University, Ateneo de Cagayan [5] (Fig. 1).
Top students in the class were encouraged to become
priests at his school, and as one of these students, Oh presented this idea to his mother. Despite being the ﬁfth of the
ten children, all of whom would become doctors, engineers,
teachers, and successful business professionals in the US
and the Philippines, she opposed the idea, instead wanting
grandchildren from him. Deferring to her wishes, he decided against the priesthood.
According to Oh, Father Masterson’s reaction to his
decision steered his career choice for life, replying, “If you
cannot save people’s souls then you might as well do
something to save people’s bodies. Be a doctor. Help
people.”
Upon completion of medical school at the University of
Santo Tomas in Manila, Oh applied for residencies in the
US and secured an internship in Milwaukee—sight unseen.
As to his speciﬁc medical interest, during one of his junior
year clerkship rotations, he became fascinated by newborns.

Wisconsin, Chicago, and Jack Metcoff
As Oh headed to Milwaukee, Wisconsin in 1958 for his
rotating internship at Deaconess Hospital (later part of
Aurora Health Care), he furthered his interest in pediatrics
under the mentorship of a successful community pediatrician, Joseph Vaccaro, MD.
He was then accepted at Michael Reese Hospital in
Chicago for a pediatric residency under the leadership of
noted pediatric nephrologist, Jack Metcoff, MD, (19201994) Professor of Pediatrics, Northwestern University and
Chairman of Pediatrics at Michael Reese Hospital (1956–
1970) [6] (Fig. 2, Jack Metcoff).
In Chicago, Oh also had the good fortune to be under the
tutelage of a pioneering newborn nurse, Evelyn C. Lundeen
(1900–1963) who at the time was Head Nurse of the Premature Nursery at Sarah Morris Hospital (for Children) at
Michael Reese [7].
“I consider her the pioneer nurse in prematurity. She
was very innovative and inspirational – very dedicated
and never married. People ask me about why I went
into neonatology and I tell them I had this wonderful
nurse whose name was Evelyn Lundeen.”
(Fig. 3, Evelyn Lundeen)
When Oh began at Michael Reese in 1959, Metcoff was
overseeing one of the ﬁrst US nurseries devoted to caring
for preterm newborns, created by pioneer pediatrician Julius
Hess, MD in 1914 as a Premature Infant Station—long
before the specialty was ofﬁcially recognized [8, 9]. While
Oh narrowly missed Hess, who died in 1955, Lundeen and
Hess had worked together for nearly 25 years and co-wrote
the seminal textbook, “The Premature Infant: Its Medical
and Nursing Care” [10].
Oh completed his pediatric residency, then served 1 year
as Chief Resident and 2 years as a research fellow.
Throughout his training, Metcoff was a strong disciplinarian
and a hands-on supervisor and mentor who kept a watchful
eye on Oh, which included working with him in the
laboratory several afternoons each week. During those
years, Oh concentrated on his ﬁrst body of research—
Metcoff’s areas of expertise in ﬂuid and electrolytes, and
with whom he published four manuscripts [11]. Oh eventually wrote nine medical textbook chapters on ﬂuid and
electrolytes in newborns.
Oh’s experiences in Chicago inspired him to pursue
additional training in newborn medicine, but there were
very limited American opportunities in those years. Metcoff
helpfully intervened and encouraged Oh to go to Europe to
study, with the understanding that he would return to
Michael Reese to oversee the preterm nursery for him. Oh
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Fig. 1 Class photo taken in the late 1930s–early 1940s of the Xavier University Ateneo de Cagayan school in the Philippines. Dr. Oh is circled—
second row, sixth from left

Fig. 2 Noted nephrologist, Jack Metcoff, MD, Chair of Pediatrics at
Michael Reese Hospital (1956–1970), Chicago was an important early
mentor to Dr. Oh

Fig. 3 Evelyn Lundeen, Head Nurse of the Premature Nursery at Sarah
Morris Hospital for Children at Michael Reese (1924–1962) played a
key role in Dr. Oh becoming a neonatologist
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covering the subjects of blood volume, placental transfusion, umbilical cord clamping, respiration, and circulation
in the newborn [13]. A life-long, self-acknowledged
workaholic, Oh said he worked long days and nights on
research and fortunately had little clinical responsibility.
“One of the things Johnny would do at lunch, if it was
a nice day, was to go to the ward and pick up two
bottles of baby food and plastic spoons, and we would
go outside to BS (brain storm). We would each have a
bottle of Findus (Swedish baby food, later owned by
Nestle), which tasted terrible, and we would talk about
ideas.” Oh continued, “Johnny was always thinking
and would ask, ‘Why?’ He would say that if you have
three whys, and you don’t have an answer, that’s a
project worth doing. I told my fellows that as well.”

Fig. 4 Oh completed a fellowship (1964–1966) as a research associate
in the Neonatal Cardiopulmonary Laboratory of renowned Professor of
Pediatrics John Lind, MD at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm. Dr.
Oh credits him with learning to be creative in research. (Photo used
with permission of John Lind Foundation)

said, “Dr. Metcoff saw something in me and said, “I have
friends there: my good friends, John (Johnny) Lind in
Stockholm and Alex Minkowski in Paris.” He offered to
pay my fellowship salary for 2 years and round-trip air
tickets for my family.”

Sweden and Johnny Lind
In 1964, Oh, Mary, and son Kenneth (born in Chicago,
1961) traveled to Stockholm. While there, Oh spent 2
fruitful years as a research associate in the neonatal cardiopulmonary laboratory at the Karolinska Institute, under the
mentorship of Lind who was a renowned pediatric cardiologist [12] (Fig. 4, John Lind).
Oh was following in the footsteps of several American
neonatal notables who had previously trained under Lind,
including Mildred T. Stahlman, MD, former Director of
Neonatology, Professor of Pediatrics, Vanderbilt University; Leo Stern, MD (1931–1989) former Chief of
Pediatrics, Rhode Island Hospital and Women & Infants
Hospital of Rhode Island, Chairman of Pediatrics, Brown
University; and Robert Usher, MD (1929–2006), former
Director of nurseries, Royal Victoria Hospital, Professor of
Pediatrics and of Obstetrics and Gynecology, McGill University, Montreal.
The years spent with Lind were stimulating and fertile
for Oh, resulting in 16 manuscripts published jointly,

Back to Chicago
In 1966, the Ohs returned to Chicago to fulﬁll his obligation
to Metcoff and served as the Director of the Newborn
Nursery/Neonatology Division. Mary also completed her
clinical pathology fellowship (Grant Hospital, Chicago
under the tutorship of Joseph Sherrick, MD, Professor of
Pathology, Northwestern University and former President
of the American Board of Pathology). In addition, the Oh
family was growing with the birth of their daughter, Kerstin
Amy, that same year. (Fig. 5, Oh in the Sarah Morris
Hospital Nursery).
Continuing on with what would become a pattern of
intense commitment to his professional endeavors, Oh was
very productive in terms of research, publications, speaking
at national conferences, and becoming active at the national
level with organizations, such as PRS.
Oh’s research on placental transfusion that began in
Sweden was a key focus for him. He explained,
“It was becoming more and more important because
people were realizing it’s probably good for the babies
to have a transfusion at the time of delivery so they
don’t get anemic from the premature delivery. They
have less chance of bleeding in the brain.”
Other institutions were now courting Oh.
“I was beginning to be known by a lot of people. I had
presented at SPR three or four times. Also, I know Dr.
Metcoff was truly concerned about my ﬁnancial
situation as salaries were low. Poor guy, he was the
chairman, but the budget was very tight in those
days,” Oh explained. “It was time for a change.”
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Fig. 5 Dr. Oh served as Director of Newborn Nursery/Neonatology
Division 1966–1969, caring for premature babies in the Sarah Morris
Hospital for Children at Michael Reese

Los Angeles, Joe St. Geme, and the growing
ﬁeld of neonatology
Oh moved to Los Angeles in 1969 as he was hired by
Joseph W. St. Geme, Jr., MD, Chairman of Pediatrics,
1965–1984, at Harbor-UCLA Hospital (now Medical Center) [14]. St. Geme was a notable leader and among the
many awards named after him is the annual Federation of
Pediatric Organizations’ Joseph W. St. Geme, Jr. Leadership Award. (Fig. 6, Joseph St. Geme).
“Joe St. Geme wanted someone to run his intensive
care nursery and he was a very good recruiter. He was
very charismatic,” Oh said. “But he was also a very
good administrator. He really taught me how to
administrate.”
During his 5-year tenure at Harbor-UCLA, Oh became
Associate Professor of Pediatrics, UCLA School of Medicine (1969), Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology (1972), and later Professor of Pediatrics and
Obstetrics and Gynecology (a joint appointment, 1973). He
was also selected as a member of the American Pediatric
Society (APS). His research focus at Harbor-UCLA included carbohydrate metabolism, intrauterine growth

Fig. 6 Joseph St. Geme, MD, Chair of Pediatrics at Harbor-UCLA
General Hospital hired Dr. Oh in 1969 as Director of the Division of
Neonatology

restriction, treatment of neonatal acidosis, respiratory distress, sodium balance, and insensible water loss. During this
period, he published proliﬁcally with a distinguished group
of scientists.
His noteworthy collaborators included pediatric endocrinologist, Delbert (Del) A. Fisher, MD, former Professor
of Pediatrics and Medicine, former Acting Chairman of
Pediatrics at Harbor-UCLA, and an Institute of Medicine
member (who was largely responsible for the development
of an international newborn screening test for congenital
hypothyroidism) and recipient of the APS John Howland
Medal (2001) [15]; George C. Emmanouilides, MD. (19262013), former Chief of Pediatric Cardiology, Harbor-UCLA
Medical Center for 32 years and recipient of the AAP
Section of Cardiology Founder’s Award [16]; and Calvin J.
Hobel, MD, Miriam Jacobs Chair, Maternal–Fetal Medicine, current Director of the Center for Maternal Child
Research, Cedars Sinai, Los Angeles, CA and recipient of
the Pioneer of Medicine Award, Cedars-Sinai, 2010 [17].
“It was a very good move, because I was surrounded
by a group of very, very bright academic people,” he
said. “And I spent long hours in the lab doing chronic
sheep preparations for various projects on fetal
metabolism.”
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clinical training in intensive care. It was a difﬁcult
transition and I essentially had to learn it by doing it,”
Oh said.

Fig. 7 Leo Stern, MD, Chair of Pediatrics at Brown University in
Providence, RI offered Dr. Oh the opportunity to become Director of
Perinatal Medicine at Providence Lying-In Hospital (now Women &
Infants) in 1974

As Chief of the Division of Neonatology, Harbor General Hospital (Torrence), Oh also began his strong commitment to regionalization of neonatal care as he built up
the volume of the nursery by visiting pediatricians across
the South Bay area. Regionalization was just emerging
during the late 1960s and early 1970s, as the TIOP1
(Toward Improving the Outcome of Pregnancy) study
provided important data that brought signiﬁcant modiﬁcations in neonatology.
“That really changed the picture. It (regionalization)
not only improved our outcomes, but it started the
subspecialty of people who were completely devoted
to intensive care of the newborn,” Oh explained.
Additionally, Oh had to make a signiﬁcant transition in
his own practice during 1965 through 1975. Prior to this, he
said the nurseries were for premature babies only, and were
not yet NICUs. At the time, however, Paul Swyer, MD,
former Chief of the Division of Neonatology, Hospital for
Sick Children in Toronto, Canada, published an early study
that indicated the mortality rate of babies born in a hospital
with an intensive care unit was much lower than those born
in a hospital that had no NICU [18].
“In those days, babies weighing less than 2500 grams
were admitted to the premature nursery. That was the
cutoff. (Then) they opened up the nursery to allow
larger babies with respiratory problems and that’s
when mechanical ventilation came in. Paul Swyer and
his people were involved in starting mechanical
ventilation of newborns.

“I had to learn how to do it – I trained in
cardiopulmonary physiology, but I did not have

The Harbor nursery census increased greatly during Oh’s
tenure in California and he oversaw a sharp increase in staff
for his burgeoning intensive care nursery. As in Chicago,
budgets were tight and Oh still needed additional stafﬁng,
but again funds were not available.
At that time, the Ohs began to consider a move, in part
for their children’s education. Leo Stern, MD, the newly
appointed Chairman of Pediatrics at Brown University
Medical School in Providence, RI (founded in 1972) subsequently offered Oh the chance to come and develop a new
neonatal program (Fig. 7, Oh and Leo Stern).

Providence, RI and Leo Stern
Oh was intrigued by the opportunity to become Director of
Perinatal Medicine at Providence Lying-In Hospital (now
Women & Infants). However, in 1974, according to Oh,
Providence was small and provincial in comparison to Los
Angeles. Providence Lying-In Hospital was a freestanding
hospital about four miles from Rhode Island Hospital, (the
main hospital), with 5000 deliveries, a staff of approximately 60 obstetricians and gynecologists, and no NICU.
“I looked at this place and they had a premature
nursery with six Armstrong incubators. Boston
Children’s already had a program with Clement Smith
Professor of Pediatrics, Harvard University Medical
School, 1901-1988) and had a NICU, so all the sick
kids went there. I saw this opportunity and thought it
would be a great place to build a program,” Oh said.
He began from the ground up as he built a new neonatal
unit. He replaced the older Armstrong incubators and discovered a pediatrician, Normand E. Gauvin, MD, who had
an interest in ventilation and was technically skilled. “He
used to come in and help me build the ventilators. He went
to the general hospital across the street and got some
mechanical ventilators for adults and changed them to a
smaller size,” Oh said.
Establishing a follow-up program was also a priority for
Oh. When he needed someone to direct it, Betty Vohr was
his ﬁrst choice. At the time, Vohr said, only a few other
programs across the country had dedicated neonatal followup clinics: in Toronto at the Hospital for Sick Children’s
under the directorship of Pamela Fitzhardinge, MD, former
Director, Neonatal Follow-up Program; in Cleveland at
Case Western Reserve, Rainbow Babies and Children’s
Hospital, directed by Maureen Hack, MD, Professor of
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Pediatrics (1937–2015); and at Denver Children’s Hospital
under Lula O. Lubchenco, MD, Professor of Pediatrics,
University of Colorado (1915–2001).
“Bill Oh really supported follow-up and it has
expanded over the years,” Vohr said. “He actually
bought me my ﬁrst computer, which was really big
and you wheeled it into the room. He allowed me to
hire a psychologist to do formal testing in 1974. It
really started my career.”
Oh was also determined to make research a priority in
Rhode Island, and over the next 5 years, he recruited a
group of talented fellows and faculty members. His group of
initial fellows included William (Bill) J. Cashore, MD,
Professor Emeritus of Pediatrics, Brown University, who
spent his entire neonatal career at Brown, Women & Infants
and Hasbro Children’s hospitals [19]; Richard M. Cowett,
MD, former Professor of Pediatrics, Brown University [20];
David O. Hakanson, MD, Clinical Professor of Pediatrics,
SUNY Upstate (1945–2006); and Edward (Ed) Karotkin,
Professor of Pediatrics at Eastern Virginia Medical School,
Medical Director, Resource Mothers program, Children’s
Hospital of the King’s Daughters [21].
Speciﬁcally, there were four Brown faculty members with
whom Oh worked consistently for 30-plus years. Three were
his former fellows, Cashore, Cowett, and Barbara Stonestreet,
MD, Professor of Pediatrics, Brown University. The fourth
was Vohr. He and Cashore together studied neonatal jaundice
and neurotoxicity of bilirubin, publishing nearly 30 papers
jointly. Cowett and Oh conducted research primarily on
glucose balance and carbohydrate metabolism in the perinatal–neonatal period, which resulted in 35 manuscripts from
1975 to 1997. Stonestreet and Oh did research on perinatal
renal function and ﬂuid and electrolyte metabolism, publishing several papers on this topic. Stonestreet later focused her
research on the perinatal blood–brain barrier as it relates to
neonatal central nervous system disorders and became an
international expert in the ﬁeld.
Vohr and Oh also worked closely on clinical research for
the next 36 years, focusing on low birth weight and very
low birth weight, gestational diabetes, and outcomes.
Together they published nearly 40 manuscripts.
Additionally, Oh also knew that, if his nursery was to
succeed, he had to build his nursing staff. When he arrived
in 1974, the average age of the nurses, while skilled, was 60
years and had little, if any, experience with preterm babies.
To ﬁll the void, he recruited young nurses and taught them
new techniques for taking care of small, sick babies.
As in California, Oh was committed to building regional
ties and visited pediatric ofﬁces throughout Rhode Island
and the surrounding states. As pediatricians and nurses
became acquainted with the program, they began to refer

sick newborns to Providence Lying-In. He noted that, in
that 1 year, he drove >30,000 miles visiting pediatric ofﬁces
and attending monthly pediatric staff meetings at community hospitals.
Vohr explained further, “He came here in 1974 and we
had ﬁve transports from the region. A year after he had
arrived, we had 300. It was amazing. The NICU just
exploded.”
Oh’s commitment to growth and excellence brought
other changes. “It got to the point that in order for this to
become a ﬁrst-rate NICU, I needed to have this place (the
nursery) moved to the main campus.” Oh said. In 1986, Oh
saw the completion of his vision and Women & Infants
Hospital opened with a new 30-bed NICU that was connected to the main hospital. Beginning in the 1980s,
deliveries in the Labor and Delivery unit increased from
5000 to 8400.

Unexpected change—Chairmanship
During his ﬁrst 15 years in Providence, Oh had built two
NICUs, continued to regularly conduct research, and publish results from his wide spectrum of interests. He had
trained outstanding fellows and had a strong census in his
nursery. Then came the sudden and unexpected passing of
Leo Stern in 1989.
The Board of Trustees of Rhode Island Hospital convinced Oh to take over Chairmanship of Pediatrics and his
career went in an unforeseen direction. When asked what he
needed in order to do the job, he immediately asked for a
new hospital.
“It (the old children’s hospital) was horrible. I told the
Chairman of the Board that it was a problem if the
doctors don’t want to work there, and the parents
don’t want to leave their children there,” Oh said.
The chairman concurred and a capital campaign began in
which the Hassenfeld brothers, of Hasbro, Inc., made a
signiﬁcant donation toward construction of the new hospital. For the next 5 years, Oh was consumed with building
the new children’s hospital, supervising a pediatrics
department, and directing the neonatal division. The new
hospital opened in 1994.
Oh knew, however, he could not keep up this pace
indeﬁnitely and that he needed to have help. Consequently,
he oversaw the recruitment of his replacement for Director
of Neonatology in which James F. Padbury, MD was
selected. Padbury, Pediatrician-In-Chief and Chief of Neonatal/Perinatal Medicine, Women & Infants Hospital,
Associate Chair for research, Department of Pediatrics,
Professor of Pediatrics, Brown University [22], had been a
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medical student when Oh was at Harbor-UCLA, and at the
time Oh recruited him to Brown, he was Chief of
Neonatology.
Padbury was already an outstanding researcher with a
vigorous scientiﬁc career in cardiovascular and placental
developmental biology and translational research.
Throughout his career, he has had >200 scientiﬁc manuscripts published in peer-reviewed journals, written >20
books and book chapters and has received multiple NIH,
national March of Dimes Foundation, and private foundation funding awards.
With the opening of Hasbro Children’s Hospital, patient
volume increased rapidly, Oh’s budget increased, as did his
faculty, from 20 to 80 full-time members. He also expanded
the residency program—from an initial 8 residents to 72.
But in 2003, he was ready to step down as Chairman and
return to his roots of taking care of newborns.

Research and neonates again
Oh transitioned back to neonatal service and research at the
age of 72 years. He now reports to Padbury, who in 2008
was named the ﬁrst recipient of the William and Mary Oh—
William and Elsa Zopﬁ Professor of Pediatrics for Perinatal
Research at Brown University that Oh and his wife helped
establish. “They have a separate committee to select the
recipient. I had nothing to do with it, and they selected Jim
(Padbury) as the ﬁrst professor,” Oh said, “I’m very happy
with that.”
He began again to conduct rounds regularly and more
closely mentored fellows. He also focused the majority of
his research activities within the NRN, which was created in
1986. As the initial chairman of the NRN steering committee, Oh did not participate in its research protocols.
After the ﬁrst 3 years, he resigned as Chair and applied
for Brown University to become a participating center. His
ﬁrst approval was in 1988, and Oh has continued to work on
contributing research with the NRN for almost 30 years.

are directors of programs. Almost all of them are full
professors,” he said.
During his career, Oh developed a philosophy that he
followed in his own life and shared with all his trainees. He
used the acronym, CROWNS: C—Commitment; R—Role
Model/Mentorship; O—Ongoing assessment; W—Work
Ethic; N—Native Intelligence; S—Spouse Support.
“I always explain this to my fellows; when I tell them
how to develop a career, I use the word CROWNS.
You have to commit to what you are doing, have a
great mentor, reassess every ﬁve years, and have a
strong work ethic, which is most important. You have
to work hard. If you don’t work hard, you aren’t going
anywhere. And I used to just say CROWN, but I
added the ‘S’ to the end, to make it plural. It stands for
spouse’s support,” Oh explained.
(Fig. 8, Bill and Mary Oh).
Despite his long work hours, Oh maintained a life-long
commitment to the “Spouse” in his CROWNS philosophy
and to his family. When Amy was in third grade, Mary went
back to work for a private hospital, later into private practice, and subsequently opened her own laboratory. She
ultimately sold her company to a nationwide organization.
Amy went on to complete a pediatric residency at Brown
University Medical School—with her father on faculty. She
is currently in a primary care pediatric practice. Kenny
followed a passion for animal care and is a senior vice
president of Marketing for a large publicly traded pet care
company. The Ohs have six grandchildren (Fig. 9, Oh
Family).

CROWNS: shaping careers and training
fellows
There is little doubt that Oh’s distinguished career was
shaped by pivotal mentors, so it’s not surprising that when
reﬂecting on one of the most satisfying aspects of his long
and distinguished career, he listed training neonatal fellows
at the top of the list.
“I have trained more than 80 fellows from numerous
countries and of my fellows in the ﬁrst 20 years, 60 or
70 percent remained in academic medicine. Several

Fig. 8 Mary and Bill Oh have celebrated >58 years of marriage—and
are shown here celebrating her birthday as well
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much from a single-person neonatologist operation to
essentially, a multi-specialty program. The neonatologist is the key, of course, but you have to have
pediatric specialists, the nursing staff, respiratory
therapy, nutritionists, social service people, nurse
practitioners, you name them,” he explained. “Without a team, you cannot survive.”
From the very beginning, however, Oh knew he had
found something special to which he could devote his
remarkable energy and intellect. He said, “You didn’t know
all the answers, but I always loved pediatrics, and I really
thought then that this was the ﬁeld to be in. There were only
about 20 of us (in leadership) when we started 50 years ago
—it was so much fun and was very exciting.”
For additional information about Dr. William Oh, visit
the Pediatric History Center of the AAP, where an oral
history of Dr. Oh was completed in 2008.
https://www.aap.org/en-us/about-the-aap/PediatricHistory-Center/Documents/Oh_Oral_History.pdf
Notables trained under Dr. Oh

Fig. 9 Dr. Oh’s family has grown to include: Front row from left:
Thomas Oh and Tyler Howe (grandsons); second row: Malia Howe
(granddaughter); Mary Oh, MD; Bill Oh, MD; and Kristen Oh
(granddaughter). Third row: Matthew Oh (grandson); Kathryn (Katie)
Oh (granddaughter); Amy Oh, MD (daughter); Travis Howe (son-inlaw); Laurie Oh (daughter-in-law); and Kenneth Oh (son)

Orlando and Beyond
The Ohs now live in Florida for part of the year. At the age
of 86 years, Oh took a part-time position as Scientiﬁc
Medical Director of the Florida Hospital for Children in
Orlando to continue his passion of mentoring junior faculty
in research career development.
When he is in Providence, he remains actively involved.
Vohr explained, “We have a weekly research meeting at
Women & Infants and he comes whenever he is in town. He
contributes and gives lectures. And he certainly keeps on
top of the literature. It’s absolutely amazing.”

Future of neonatology
After >50 years in practice, Oh realizes that he was fortunate to have had the opportunity to practice neonatology
when the ﬁeld was young and exciting.
“When we were starting, everything you did turned to
gold. But today, the ﬁeld is becoming mature in terms
of research gaps.” “The specialty has changed so

Ed Bell, MD, Vice Chair for Faculty Development,
Department of Pediatrics, Professor of Pediatrics Neonatology, University of Iowa
Robert Boyle, MD, Professor Emeritus of Pediatrics, CoChair of the Medical Ethics Committee, University of
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Oh’s awards and honors
Virginia Apgar Award, Section on Neonatal-Perinatal
Pediatrics of the American Academy of Pediatrics, 1995
Maureen Andrew Mentor Award, Society for Pediatric
Research, 2012
NEO Legends of Neonatology Hall of Fame Induction,
2012
LA BioMed Legend Award, 2015
Outstanding Physician of the Year, Philippine Medical
Association in America, 1981
President, Perinatal Research Society, 1980
Rhode Island Governor’s Award for Scientiﬁc
Achievement, 1985
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